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ABSTRACT

A functional ●quation $(uJ(x)) = w’(x) ~(x) for $(x) is

derived for the problem of finding @ so that for a given

orientation-preaerving ●verywhere-differentiable homomorphism

W(X) of [0,1] with w’ # O, there exists a solution F(x,t) to

Ft(x,t) = $(F) ao that F(x,O) = x, F(x,l) = w(x). A solution to

the functional equation is given for the caae where UJ has a

finite number of fixed points ai with w’(ai)#l. The analogous

equation in n=dimenaional apace ia given.

1. INTRODUCTION

Suppose one has a homomorphism UJ(X) of [0,1] which is ●verywhere

differentiable and orientation-preserving with u’ # O and has a finite

number of fixed rointa O =ao < al < a2 < . . . < an= 1. Further, w’(ai)#l.

One wiahea to embed this mapping into the following problem. Given w(x),

find $(y) such that the solution F(x,t) to the initial value problem

8F(x,t)
at

❑ @(F(x, t)) , (1.1)

F(x,O) = X , (1.2)

exists for t c [0,1], x c [0,1], and

F(x,l) ❑ UJ(x) . (1.3)



We impose the conditions on @ that

(a) *(si) = o , (1.4)

(b) ai are the only zeros of $ , (1.5)

(c) ~(y) is continuous on [0,1]. (1.6)

This problem is relevant to the study of functional iterntion since it

permits iteration to

recent survey of the

the application of a

problem.

be considered in terms of a dynamical syetem. A

problem is given by Ut.z (1981). Our interest is in

functional equation to construct a @ which solves theb

Remarka

s. As Palis (1974) haa ahown, in a sense he makes precise, the above

embedding problem is not “generically” solvable for compact C
m

manifolds without boundary.

b. The work of Zdun (1979) on the problem of embedding a continuous

map of [0,1] into an iteration semigroup in reviewed by Targonski

(1981, 1984). Our hypotheses on @ puts @ into Zdun’s class HE

and thus @ must be ●mbeddable in a continuaua iteration

semigroup. See Targanski, 1984, page 32.

In Section 2 we derive a functional equation for $(y) and in Section 3

w= discuss its ~olution. In Section 4 we given an example.

2. FUNCTIONALEQUATIONFOR $(X)

Since we asaumc that the ai are the only zeroo of @ ●nd that $ is

continuous, any solution F(x,t) for x fixed and x # ai is ●ither strictly

increasing or utrictly decreasing. See Fig. 1.
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rig. I. F(x,t) as a function of t for fixed x.

The function @ which we construct

on any subinterval W of (ai,ai+l).

interior to W and if the solution

will satisfy a

Thus , if the

remains in w,

Lipschiftz condition

initial value x is

the existence and

uniqueness theory (see Coddin@on and Levinson (1955)) of ordinary

differential equations applies. Forx=a., we define the solution to be
1

F(ai,t) =ai fort ~0.

Theorem 1. Suppose $(x) satisfies (1.4), (1.5) and (1.6) and that

F(x,t) defined by (1.1) and (1.2) also fulfills (1.3) with IA(X) satisfYin8

the conditions given above (1.1). Then $(x) satisfies the functional

●quation

$(W(x)) = W’(X)*(X) (2.1)

d(~
●i x a i+]
Fig. 2. Positions of F(x,t) on x-axis.

Proof . Conaider an interval (ai,ai+l) for which UJ(X) > X. (The proof is

similar in the contrary cas= w(x) < x.) For t c (0,1) and At :J O

sufficiently ●mall, consider the four points F(x,t), F(x,t+At), w(F(x,t))~
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and w(F(x, t+At)). If x & (ai, ai+l), then all four points are in (ai,ai+l).

If we assume that $(x) > 0 in (ai,ai+l ), then the four points are arranged
.

as ahown in Fig. 2. From the mean value theorem, since F(x,t) e Cl, there

exists ei & (0,1), i = 1P 2 so that

F(x,t+At) - F(x,t) = ~F(x,t+elAt)Ai = @(F(x,t+61At))At ,

and

(2.2)

w(F(x,t+At) - w(F(x,t)

Solving (2.2) for F(x,t+At)

= ~ w(F(x,t+a2A))At = @(~(F(x,t+02At)))At
(2:3)

and substituting in (2.3), we obtain

‘J(F(x,t) + $(F(x,t+(31At))At) - w(F(x,t)) = @(w(F(x,t+132At)))At .

Hence, there exists 03 such that

w’(F(x,t) + f33$(F(x,t+01At)At) $(F(x,t+(31At))At = $(w(F(x,t+132At)))At .

On letting At + O and replacing F by x, we obtain the functional ●quation

of the theorem.

Remarks. The functional ●qustion (1) can be generalized to n-dimensions

as:

O(UMX)) = Dw(x)l$(x) (2.4)

whe?e x c Rn, and tlJ,@: Rn + Rn and ~ is the Jacobian matrix, We will not

give the proof here.
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b. !icKieman (1963) obtained (2.1) in his work on convergence of a series

‘r](x) in theof iterates. Let UJ(Z) be analytic with the rth iterate w

domain ofuforr=l,2,. . . . He then Rhows that the series

Q(Z)= : + : (;) (+)n-rwqz) (2.2)
n= 1 r=o

converges in some neighborhood of z=O provided uXO)=O and UJ’(0)=U for real

a E(O,I) and $(z) satisfies $(w(x)) = w’ (x)$(z). It would be of interest

to know if (2.2) solves the embedding problem.

c. Jabotiusky also derives an equation which reduces to (2.1). Targonski

(1984) calls that equation Jabotinsky’s third equation.

d. The functional equation (2.1) is of

Kucz.ma (1968), ●specially

both sides of (2.1), one

discussed by Coifman and

Chapters 2 and

obtains a form

Kuczma (1969).

follows that in Kuczma (1968).

3. SOLUTIONOF THE FUNCTIONAL

Again, wc suppose x is in

linear type and is discussed in

4. If one t.akeo logarithms of

of a linear functional equation

Our derivation of a solution

EQUATIONFOR @

the interval (ai,ai+l ) and UJ(X) > x on the

interval. (The proof nimilar in the contrary caue that w(x)(x). We wish

to find a solution to (2.1) on the interval [0,1]. Select X. &(ai,ai+l) so

that W’(xo) = 1. This selection is possible by Rolle’s theorem. Set

o(x) = W(xo) - X. , (3.1)

for x c[~o,dxo)]. For x E (w(xO), UJ2(XO)], set

o(x) =W’ (W-l(X)) $(UJ-](::)) ❑ W’(w-l(x))(w(xo)-x) . (3.2)

.



‘+l(xO)), *=1,2,3. . . setIn general, for x c (UJ*(XO), UJ

o(x) = UW-l(X)) ($(W-l(X))

=UJ’(LU-l(X)) LU’(W-2(X)) . . . W’(in(x))(w(xo)-xo) ,

=w-l(w-(k-l)(x) for k>l. Forx& (UJ-l(XO), XO, setwhere w-k(x)

UJ(xo) - X.
$(x) = * O(dx)) = u)’ (x) “

In general, if x e [UJ-n(XO), u ‘n+l(xO)), *=0, 1, 2, . . . set

UJ’(xo) - X.
$(x) = ——

u)’(x) W’(w(x)) . . . dn-%t))
.

(3.3)

(3.4)

(3.5)

Also, define $(ai) = @(ai+l) = O . Note that lim w-n(x) = ai and
n+m

limwn(x) = ai+l for x c (ai,ai+l).
n*

Lenuna 1: $ is continuous in (0,1).

The proof is a matter of checking the formulae at the interval end

points.

w(x) d

Lemma 2: For x c (a ,a
*i i+l)’ -f @y = 1 0x

Proof. Case 1. Suppose x & (wn(xo), UJ‘+l(xO)], (n=O, 1, 2, 3, . ..)

Then

Wn+?xo)

r(x)& =s
w(x)

x x $%+J“+l *
w (to)



Case 2. Suppose x

Then

❑

wn+l (Xo)

s ~+; ‘*
x UP(xo)

Un+hxo)

s *+JX —
x

0::)
U?(XJ

n+hxo) _ Ul(xo) ~Sw ~(y)= . . . =J
+l!Y)=l ‘

W*(XO) ‘o

E (W-(n+l)(Xo), U-n(xO)]. n ❑ 0,1,2,3, . . .

-(*)(XO1 w-(n)(xol

Sw a+?
-(*+l)(XO) *=Jw.(n+l)(x~Tfhx w

o

-(n-l)(xol w-(-l)(XO)

Sw -7$%W’ U du

-(n)(xO)
$Wu ‘J

-(n)(xo)
&

w w
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W(XO) ~“

=.. . =s ~=1 ,

‘o

which completes the proof of the lenma.

Theorem 2. If ~(x) is defined as above, then for x s (ai, ai+l), the

initial value problem

satisfiea F(x,l) = UJ(X)

Proof. It follows from

(1) and (2) has the unique solution F(x,t) which

.

(1) and (2) that

Now

F(W)d!h!-(ti dt . s‘:L!&)) dt x +@Y) “

Put t = 1. Then

F(x,l) dy
l=J-

X ?J(Y) ‘

From Letmna 2,

W(x) d
1=s

x 3$(Y ‘

so that, since ~(y) > 0} comparing (3.6) and (3.7), we have

F(x,l) =W(X) ,

(3.6)

(3.7)
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4. Example with lu(x) = ~;.

It is useful to present an example illustrating the solution to the

functional ●quation (2.1). Select w(x) = &. Then ao=O and al = 1.

Eq. (2.1) becomes

WA) = -+ $(x) .
24X

The value X. is determined by

W’(xo) = 1 ,

so that xo
= *. Also w(xO) = #. Hence, by (3.1)

$(x) = * *sx<# .

In general, for

Wxo), UJ[n+ll(Xo)) ,x&(w

we have

$(x) = J- J_ -m<n <m,
2‘+2 x2n-1 ‘

by (3.3) and (3.5).
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